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PROPOSAL FOR CAD TOOLS IN BLENDER

Project Proposal
Prepared for: Blender Developers
Prepared by: Alan Odom (AKA Clockmender)
16 July 2019
The purpose of this proposal is to outline my thoughts for introducing CAD techniques into Blender.
My Background
Qualified Engineering Drawing Teacher, Mechanical Engineer, Mechanical Designer & IT Developer.
Started woking in a drawing office 1979, started with CAD 1981.
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CAD Packages used: Intergraph IGDS, Bentley MicroSystems, Matra DataVision (Euclid), SolidWorks, IBM
Catia, FreeCAD & AutoCAD. I can see a great deal of functions that could be introduced to Blender to
make it for more accessible to Design Engineers and Draughtsmen and thus increase its appeal to
traditional CAD users.
Modelling in blender tends to revolve around creating base forms, such as cubes, then sub-dividing them,
then adding edge loops, then extruding faces, etc. This is alien to a draughtsman who would prefer to make
a face of an object by for example placing a vertex, or edge at a know location in space, then extruding one
vertex around the periphery of the form, an example is shown below:

This form was made by extruding a single vertex from a given XYZ location by delta amounts (so much in X
& Z axes in this instance). Then the outside shape was beveled to get the rounded corners. The facilities
required in Blender to do this would be:
1) Place Cursor at known XYZ location
2) Extrude Vertex by Delta amount, e.g. a command like d=2,0,0 to extrude 2 units in X from the position
of the selected vertex.
3) Extrude Vertex by a given distance at a given angle e.g. a command like i=2,30 to extrude 2 units at 30
degrees from the position of the selected vertex.
4) Ability to join the first and last vertices to form a closed loop.
As a former draughtsman and designer engineer, my preference is to use the i=distance,angle format and
for the system to know which plane I am working in. With this technique I can chase a vertex around a form
quickly, accurately and easily, far faster than I can adapt a plane as is Blender convention.
Next I will require tools to place the cursor at typically common locations on the form, for the purpose of
including holes, etc. The most common being “Normal from a Point to an Edge”:
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In this example, I have selected two vertices forming a horizontal edge (the yellow ones) and a third
representing the point I want snapping normal to the edge. This then places the cursor at this location and
allows me to add the circle to form the hole. Other options, in addition to absolute XYZ and normal from
point to edge, I would like for the cursor location are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Cursor at a delta location from a selected vertex.
Cursor at a distance and angle from a selected vertex.
Cursor at the intersection of two edges, whether they cross or not.
Cursor at the midpoint between two selected vertices.
Cursor at a percentage location between two selected vertices.

These I have included in my experimental CAD Node shown on page 1. I emphasise here that this node is
to work out the maths and possibilities of the functions, not to propose this is how it is done. I have also
included some functions to extrude a vertex by set methods, using, for example, a system angle stored on
the interface. This angle is very useful in terms of measuring the angle between two vertices in order to use
this for other processes. It may be that you have constructed a edge by using a delta offset and then need
to extrude something else using this same angle, storing the angle does this so I included two methods to
store the angle:

In this example I have selected three vertices, the white one is the centre, the other two form the angle and
this is stored in the interface. I can also select two vertices and set an angle relative to positive horizontal
axis being 0 degrees.
This angle can be used to either extrude a vertex, or move a selection of vertices along the given angle.
Take an example, I have drawn a complex shape that happens to lie at approximately 34.5763928 degrees
to the horizontal axis, I want to move the vertices of the right hand end by 2 units along the slope of the
part, not easy in Blender, but easy with a “Move Delta@Angle” command. The angle is set by choosing two
vertices on the part, then simply inputing a delta distance. Whilst we are there, these options are also
required:
1) Move selected vertices a delta amount in up to all three axes as one operation.
2) Move selected vertices to a given absolute XYZ location and remove doubles.
These operations can be done with Blender, but not easily by accurate floating numbers in multiple axes as
one operation, e.g. move 20 vertices 2.487637 in X, 0.456312 in Y and 1.879345 in Z. The “grab” function
does not allow for movements in multiple axes as one operation, other than to move the same distance in
two axes.
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Having made the facilities to move vertices, it is just as important to be able to extrude vertices by the three
chosen methods, I.e. by a delta amount in X, Y & Z, to an absolute XYZ coordinate and by a distance at
angle method in the working plane. In my experimental node, I defined the plane for a start as just the
global planes, so X-Y, X-Z and Y-Z. Ultimately it would be necessary to define an offset plane, maybe
simply an XZ rotated 30 degrees about Z, or just the plane of the 3D window as is. This would be similar to
using the XX, YY, ZZ key-ins in Local mode.
So the commands that exist at the moment, d= and i= can also have dd= and ii= variants to work on local
mode. This brings me on to the next issue; There does not seem to be an option in Blender to rotate a view
by a set angle, other than 15 degrees (I think that is right). It would be very nice to be able to rotate the
view say 22.5 degrees about it’s Z axis. I know you can select faces to align the view, but it is not the same
thing!
I have not added a function to the CAD node to do this, but I firmly believe it is possible. The main reason
for this is that you might not have any geometry to set the view alignment, so just being able to rotate a
view before you begin to construct geometry is desirable.
Next thing I would really like is the ability to close a loop of edges, not necessarily as a face as I know this
can be done. So for example I have drawn the following geometry using my Extrude tools:

Now I want to close the loop, at the moment the “j” command will only join vertices across a face, an error
message is returned in the circumstance shown above. I have added an option to the node to “Join 2
Vertices” - this simply creates an edge between two selected vertices and in this case closes the loop.
So why this? The simple answer is to bevel the corners, I take the closed loop and extrude it in the depth
plane to create a part that could have been cut from a plate of steel for example:
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Then I would bevel the corners thus:

Then I can make the faces - please remember that is is not necessary to avoid Ngons when constructing
parts like this for mechanical engineering purposes. Here is the part now:

Extruding the front face, then bevelling the corners will not produce this desired effect, I will have lots of Tris
all over the front face , which I, and other mechanical engineers, do not want. I know this precludes the use
of Sub-Division Modifiers, but I would never put one on a part like this anyway.
In my early days of CAD there was always a facility to “Fillet” a corner, i.e. do what I have done with the
bevel command, this would be a nice-to-have, but is not necessary as the bevel command on an extruded
edge loop give the same result, can we have bevel on two planar edges?.
Next we come onto Intersections. These are a fundamental requirement fo Cad functions, in that so much
of what a designers does is geared around where edges intersect. So there are three requirements here,
one is to place the cursor at the intersection of two edges, either actual, or implied from vertices. The next
is to place a vertex at the intersection of two edges, again both actual and implied, and the third is to
extend, or trim tow edges to their intersection point, some examples below:
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1) Cursor to intersection - I might want to place a hole there.

2) Point at intersection - I might want to extrude a new edge from there.

3) Extend edges to intersection - I want them to meet at the intersection.
Now we can look at midpoint and percentage tools. Often you will want to place some geometry midway, or
at some fraction of the distance, between two vertices. At the moment with Blender, this requires you to
have an edge there and to subdivide it, then to delete the edge, leaving the new verse behind. This process
is not efficient when with some simple tools we can either place the cursor at the required location to add
new geometry, or move an existing vertex to the same location. I have included a Midpoint option for the
cursor in my node, along with some percentage tools.
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In this image, I have placed the cursor midway between the two vertices:

Then added a circle at this point, below I have done the same thing at a percentage distance (56% in this
case):

I have made a tool to move a selected vertex by the same principles, this is useful to align geometry based
upon a relative fraction of the gap between the chosen vertices. It should be remembered that recognised
fractions can be used here, so one third of the way would be entered in the Percentage input at 100/3. I
also added a “Flip %” option so you could use 28% from one vertex, flip it and you would then get 28%
from the other.
The other percentage option allows the user to move a vertex to a percentage amount between two others,
as in the example below (set at 64%):
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Taking one step backwards, I also looked at cursor history. If you have multiple scenes, multiple cursor
locations and rotations are possible. The test CAD functions node has an option “Cursor Last”, which
stores the last used position of the cursor as defined by another option on the node. This facility needs
extending to cover all movements of the cursor and is brought about by the frustrating situation where the
cursor has been accurately placed, maybe in Object mode and accidentally moved in Edit mode, causing
the user to redo the placement operation in full again.
In order to accomplish this, the cursor location is stored in a dictionary attached to the node, one entry for
each scene with the scene name as the dictionary key. The “Last” option then restores the cursor to these
positions for each scene. This can be extended in two ways, the first is to store a set number of locations
and access them through an index system. The second is to add cursor rotation to the dictionary, these
changes are not implemented in the node yet.
All of these tools need to migrate from an experimental node, whose purpose was to test the theories and
work out the maths, to vanilla Blender as accepted additional key-ins for moving and extruding vertices, or
objects, further options on cursor snapping and placement and additional editing tools. It would be nice for
example to undertake this operation:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)

Place cursor at known XYZ - “Cursor To”, key a = 0,3.1,5 Return.
Add new vertex - SHIFT+A.
Extrude vertex delta amount - Key e d=5,0,3 Return.
Extrude vertex distance at angle - key e i=3,60 Return.
Additional delta and distance at angle commands…
Join first and last vertices - Select both vertices key j.
Extrude loop - Select Loop, Key e y 0.5.
Close faces to Ngon - Select Edge Loop, Key f Repeat for back face.

METHODS
The node is available here: https://github.com/Clockmender/My-AN-Nodes/blob/B-2.8-AN-2.1/nodes/
general/cad_functions.py
But please be aware this was written as experimental code and has been made piecemeal so it is not
optimised for production, I would have to re-write it in a much more efficient way. It does, however, show
the maths and coding options I have used. Some of these also need refining, bearing in mind my level of
expertise with Python. Some of the coding methods are shown below for reference.
Intersection options are based upon “numpy” routines as below:
# Get Intersection
s = np.vstack([ap1,ap2,bp1,bp2])
h = np.hstack((s, np.ones((4, 1))))
l1 = np.cross(h[0], h[1])
l2 = np.cross(h[2], h[3])
x, y, z = np.cross(l1, l2)
if z == 0:
# Parallel Lines
self.message = "Lines Are Parallel"
return
nx = x/z
nz = y/z
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Normal options are based upon a mathutils.geometry routine:
# Read last three selected vertices
oVert = bm.select_history[-3]
vVert = bm.select_history[-2]
pVert = bm.select_history[-1]
iVert = intersect_point_line(pVert.co, oVert.co, vVert.co)
The angle from 3 vertices uses numpy routines:
# Measure angle
a = np.array([bm.select_history[-3].co.x,bm.select_history[-3].co.y,bm.select_history[-3].co.z])
b = np.array([bm.select_history[-1].co.x,bm.select_history[-1].co.y,bm.select_history[-1].co.z])
c = np.array([bm.select_history[-2].co.x,bm.select_history[-2].co.y,bm.select_history[-2].co.z])
ba = a - b
Bc = c - b
cosine_angle = np.dot(ba, bc) / (np.linalg.norm(ba) * np.linalg.norm(bc))
self.ang = np.degrees(np.arccos(cosine_angle))
The cursor location is used like this, forming a new Vector, rather than using the cursor location Vector, this
is so it doesn’t change when the cursor moves:
# Store existing location before move
for sc in bpy.data.scenes:
self.oldLoc[sc.name] = Vector((sc.cursor.location.x,sc.cursor.location.y,sc.cursor.location.z))
# Restore stored location
for sc in bpy.data.scenes:
if sc.name in self.oldLoc.keys():
sc.cursor.location = self.oldLoc[sc.name]
This routine can be changed to incorporate a longer history of say 10 entries in a list of Vectors. Rotations
could be handled in a similar manner.
All of these functions will transfer across to vanilla Blender. I will spend some time re-writing the node to
separate common functions and to optimise code to the best of my abilities, this will take me some time I
think, but is worth doing to improve the principles and methods.
Any questions on this proposal can be either communicated through this link:
https://devtalk.blender.org/t/discussions-for-better-snapping-and-precision-modeling-to-come/5351
Or direct to me via email - clockmender@icloud.com - I am also available on Discord, just send a request
to talk via this to my email address with your Discord name and number and I will do the rest.
Finally, if you think more detail is required for this proposal, please let me know via either of the channels
listed above.

